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ABSTRACT 

This thesis reports a measurement of the branching ratio of the decay B'^ —>• 

J/V^K^7r^7r~. The data sample consists of 110 pb~^ of pp collisions at a center of 

mass energy of 1.8 TeV, collected by the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF). This 

data was collected during Run I of the Tevatron from 1992 through 1995. The J/I!J 

meson is reconstructed via the decay channel J/ip —> p^p~• Signals of 40.4 ± 9.0 

B^ -^ J/ipK'^7T'^7T~ and 270±18 B+ -^ J/ipK^ events are observed and we determine 

the ratio of branching ratios BR(S+ -^ J/ipK+TT+n-)/ BR(B+ ^ J/^pK+). Then 

by using the world average value for BR(5+ -^ J/ipK'^), we calculate the branching 

ratio BR(5+ -^ J/i^K+n+n-) to be (1.19 ± 0.28(stat) ± 0.15(sys)) x IQ-^ 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of B mesons provide a laboratory in which the behavior of the strong 

force and the electroweak interaction can be investigated. The branching ratios (BR) 

of these mesons into final states consisting of only hadrons have been studied theo

retically and have been shown to yield insights into the interactions that take place 

between a quark and antiquark pair at short distance scales [1. 2, 3]. 

The objective of this work is to improve the current measurement of the branching 

ratio B^ -> J ftp K'^ 7r~^ 7r~. The branching ratio of a decay process is defined as 

the probability that a particle decays to a given final state. The current value of 

the branching ratio of the above decay as reported in the Particle Data Booklet [4] 

is (1.4 ± 0.6) X 10~^, and it is based on only a handful of events collected by the 

CLEO and ARGUS experiments [5, 6]. That is, for the decay B+ -^ J/'^A^+Tr+Tr". 

(1.4 ± 0.6) X 10~^ is the probability that a charged B meson decays to a final state of 

a J/ip meson, a charged kaon and two charged pions. This decay proceeds through 

the chain b -^ cW^, W'^ -^ as. 

This analysis is based on the J/ip data sample collected by the Collider Detector 

at Fermilab (CDF), during Run I of the Tevatron from 1992 through 1995. Run I was 

divided into two separate runs Run IA and Run IB. Run IA occurred from 1992-1993 

and approximately 20 pb~^ of data were collected. Run IB collected approximately 

90 pb-^ of data from 1993-1995, for a total of 110 pb''^ of data for all of Run I. This 

analysis uses all 110 pb~^ of the data collected during Run IA and Run IB. 

The branching ratio for B^ —> J/ipK^n'^TT' will be determined by reconstruct

ing the decays B+ -)• J/'0A'+7r+7r~; J/ip -)• p'^p~ and B+ -^ J/^pK'^: J / i ' -)-

/ i^/i". After reconstruction a measurement of the ratio of branching ratios BR(B^ —>• 

J/ipK^'K^7r-)/BR{B^ -^ J/ipK^) will be made, using the decay B+ -^ J/uK^ as 

a reference signal. Measuring a ratio of branching ratios for similar decays has the 

advantage that several detector and trigger efficiencies cancel in the ratio, and that 



systematic uncertainties are reduced. 

Please keep in mind, for the remainder of this paper, when a reference to the B'^ -

J/tp -\- X'^ decay channel is made, this notation also includes the B~ -> J/ip -\- X 

decay channel. 



CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

This chapter describes the experimental apparatus used to obtain the data that 

was used in this analysis. The experiment was performed at the Tevatron Collider at 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL or Fermilab). The data used in this 

study was recorded by the Cofiider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) during Run I of the 

Tevatron. 

2.1 The Tevatron pp Collider 

The Fermilab Tevatron Collider shown in Figure 2.1 is a circular proton-antiproton 

collider 6.3 km in circumference. The center of mass energy, v^, of the pp collisions 

is 1.8 TeV. The protons used in the collider must go through several acceleration 

processes in order to reach such high energies. First, H~ ions are produced from 

gaseous hydrogen and then subjected to a 750 keV electrostatic potential. Then the 

H~ ions are accelerated to 400 MeV by a linear accelerator, called the Linac, and 

they are passed through a carbon foil, where the electrons are stripped off leaving only 

a proton. The protons are injected into a circular alternating gradient synchrotron 

called the Booster where they are accelerated to 8 GeW The protons are then trans

ferred to the Main Ring synchrotron where they are accelerated to about 150 GeW 

At this point, a portion of the protons are extracted from the Main Ring in order to 

collide with a stationary nickel target. The proton collisions with the nickel target 

produce antiprotons, which are collected and stored in a storage ring called the .Ac

cumulator ring. When enough antiprotons have been generated (approximately 10^^) 

they are injected into the Main Ring and accelerated to 150 GeW 

When there are protons and antiprotons in the Main Ring with energies of 150 GtW 

six 30-cm long bunches of protons and six similar bunches of antiprotons are injected 

into the Tevatron. In the Tevatron the protons and antiprotons trav(4 in opposite 

directions in high magnetic fields produced by the Tevatron"s superconducting di-



pole magnets, and both protons and antiprotons are accelerated simultaneously to 

900 Ge\ . Once the beams reach this energy they are focussed with strong magnets 

to a transverse cross section of 35/im radius and aligned to intersect at a point near 

the center of the CDF detector. This interaction point is called BO, and is one of the 

six places in the Tevatron where collisions can occur. The time between proton and 

antiproton bunch crossings is 3.5/is. 

Main Ring 
Nickel Target Antiproton Storage Ring 

Booster 

Tevatron CDF Linac 

Cockroft- Walton 

Figure 2.1: The Fermilab Tevatron pp Collider 

2.2 The Collider Detector at Fermilab 

The Cofiider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) is a 5000-ton multipurpose detector, 

located at the BO interaction point, that can identify many different particles that 

are produced during high energy pp collisions. An isometric cut away drawing of the 

CDF detector is shown in Figure 2.2, and two quarter cross sections oi\\w detector are 

shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. The detector has the ability to track charged particles, 

give high resolution momentum measurements, and yi(4d energy measurements. 
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CDF is a cylindrically symmetric detector, and ifs axis lies along the center of 

the Tevatron beampipe. The center of the detector is located approximately at the 

interaction point where the protons and antiprotons collide. In Cartesian coordinates, 

the positive 2-axis lies along the proton beam direction and the x and y axes lie in 

the plane perpendicular to the beam. The x-axis points away from the Tevatron in 

the horizontal plane and the y-ax\s points up. In polar coordinates, r is the radius 

from the center of the detector (or beampipe), the polar angle 9 is measured from the 

proton beam or 2;-axis, and the azimuthal angle (p is measured from the plane of the 

Tevatron ring. Another useful coordinate used in this discussion is pseudorapidity 

(77), and it is defined as ry = -ln{tan{9/2)). 

Starting from the center of the detector there is the magnetic spectrometer which 

consists of tracking devices inside a 3-m diameter, 5-m long superconducting solenoidal 

magnet which operates at 1.4 T. The detector is divided into a central region, end 

plugs, which form the pole pieces for the solenoidal magnet, and forward-backward 

regions. Electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic (HA) calorimeters are placed outside 

of the solenoid, and further out (at larger radius) from the hadronic calorimeters 

there are muon chambers in the central region. There are toroidal steel magnets and 

chambers that provide additional muon coverage and shielding on each end of the 

detector. 

The CDF detector components are described in detail elsewhere [7], but we only 

describe the components of the detector that are important for this analysis: the 

silicon vertex detector (SVX), the central tracking chamber (CTC). and the muon 

detectors. Greater detail on these detectors can be found in reference [8]. 

2.2.1 Tracking Detectors 

The SVX is a 51-cm long, four-layer cylindrical sfiicon microstrip wxXvx detector 

that surrounds the beampipe (see Figure 2.3). The S\'X is located directly outside 

the 1.9-cm radius beryllium beampipe. The four layers are at radii of 3.0, 4.2, 5.7. 

and 7.9 cm from the beam line. The SVX allows for the precise extrapolation, in the 
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Figure 2.2: Isometric cut away view of the Collider Detector at Fermilab 

r — (p plane, of tracks into the region of the beampipe that does not contain detectors. 

By extrapolating these tracks secondary vertices can be found coming from secondary 

particle decays. Outside the SVX is a set of vertex time projection chambers ( \TX) . 

which are used to provide r — z tracking information out to a radius of 22-cm and for 

|7;| < 3.25. 

Both the SVX and VTX are located inside the central tracking chamber (CTC). 

The CTC is a 3.2-m long drift chamber that extends in radius from 31.Q-cm to 

132.5-cm. The CTC has 84 sampling wire layers, organized in 5 axial and 4 stereo 

"superlayers". Axial superlayers have 12 radially separated layers of sense wires, 

parallel to the z-axis, that measure the r - 0 position of a track. StcTCO superlayers 

have 6 sense wire layers, with a 3° stereo angle, that measure a combination of r - o 

and z information. The stereo angle direction alternates at each stereo superlayer. 

2.2.2 Muon Detectors 

The muon detector system consists of four main components, central iniioii detec

tor (CMU), central muon upgrade (CMP), forward muon deKntor (FMU), and the 
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Figure 2.3: Color coded quadrant of the Collider Detector at Fermilab 

central muon extension (CMX). There are four layers of muon drift chambers, embed

ded in the wedge directly outside of the Central Hadronic Calorimeters (CHA). that 

form the central muon detection system. The CMU covers the region |7/| < 0.6. Out

side of the CMU there is additional absorber consisting of 0.6-m of steel followed by a 

system of four layers of muon drift chambers that make up the CMP. The CMX is an 

extension of the central muon detector system that covers the range 0.6 < |r/| < 1.0. 

The forward muon system consists of two pairs of toroids, one pair at positive // and 

the other at negative. There are electrodeless drift chambers installed b(>tween the 

toroids, and two planes of scintillation counters. 
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CHAPTER III 

EVENT SELECTION 

This chapter describes the criteria that was used for selecting the events. To select 

J14) -> p'^p~ candidates, we require two oppositely charged central muons. Muons 

are reconstructed by matching track segments found in the central muon system to 

charged particle tracks reconstructed in the CTC. We also require that the transverse 

momentum, P^, of both muons be greater than 2.0 GeV/c (for events from run lA at 

least one muon is required to have Pt > 2.8 GeV/c). This requirement is due to the 

dimuon trigger thresholds. We require at least one of the muons to be reconstructed 

in the SVX (i.e., at least 3 associated SVX hits were found), and we accept all muons 

detected in any central muon detector. We then keep the J/yj candidates for which 

the muon pair passes a vertex constrained fit and the mass of the dimuon is within 

40 MeV/c^ of the world average value of the J/ip mass, 3.097 GeV/c^ [4]. 

To reconstruct the B^ in the B^ -^ J/ipK^-K^TT' decay we use the J/ip candidates 

and any three tracks in the event which are reconstructed in the S\'X. These tracks 

are required to have a Pt greater than 0.7 GeV/c and to be within a 30° cone around 

the direction of the momentum of the B^. The Pt of the tracks and the angle of the 

cone (^, not to be confused with the coordinate 9) have been optimized as described in 

Chapter V. Events for which the invariant mass of the J/ip7T'^'K~ is within 10 M(\ /c^ 

of the ip{2S) mass [4] are removed in order to exclude the decay B'^ —)• ip{2S)K^. 

To reconstruct the B^ in the B^ -^ J/ipK^ decay we use the J / v candidates and 

any track in the event which is reconstructed in the SVX. This track is required to 

have a Pt greater than 2.5 GeV/c. 

For both decays, B^ -)• J/ipK^n'^Ti'' and B+ -^ J/ipK^, we reconstruct the B^ 

by performing a vertex-constrained fit using CTX'MFT (a subroutine that determines 

how well the tracks of interest originate from a single vertex) and constraining th(> 

mass of the J/ip candidate to have the world average mass valuc^ of J/i\ We require 

that the x^ probability of the fit returned by CTX'MFT be greater than 1%. 
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After the B^ is reconstructed, the following cuts are applied: All B+ candidates 

are required to have transverse momentum Pt{B+) greater than 6.0 GeV/c: proper 

lifetime CT(B-^) greater than 80^m; the absolute value of the impact parameter of 

the B meson with respect to the beam line | 4y (5^ ) | less than 100//m. 

3.1 Isolation Requirements 

In order to improve the signal to noise ratio, we restrict our search for tracks 

to only a portion of the solid angle surrounding the B candidate. By doing this 

we isolate the area in which the observed B candidate could occur. Two isolation 

methods, the "cone" method and relative Pt method, have been used in this analysis 

and have been cross checked against each other. 

3.1.1 "Cone" Method 

The "cone" method involves requiring that a cone around the direction of the B^ 

contains only the number of hadronic tracks expected in the corresponding decay. 

That is, we require only three hadronic tracks in the cone for B'^ -^ J/v'A"'"7r"^7r" 

and only one hadronic track in the cone for B^ -> J/ibK^. 

3.1.2 Relative Pt Method 

The relative Pt method is described in detail in [9], and it requires that / = 

o .^If ^ lo be greater than 0.75. The EP^ is the sum of the transverse momentum of 

all the tracks, except those making up the P+. within a cone of A/? = 1 around the 

momentum vector of P+ {^R = \/(Ary)2-F (A0)2). 

10 



CHAPTER IV 

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 

The B meson Monte Carlo events were generated with the Monte Carlo generator 

"Bgenerator" [10]. A particle-antiparticle mix (P+ and B') was produced by gen

erating b-quarks according to the next-to-leading order QCD predictions of Xason. 

Dawson, and Ellis (NDE) [11, 12] using a scale p = po/2 = ^ml + Pt[hY/2 and 

m^ = 4.75 GeV/(?. The simulated events were generated with a minimum b-quark 

Pt(^) of 5.0 GeV/c, and rapidity (?/{,) range -1 .5 < Vb < 1.5 {yt, = tauh~\^). where 

Pz is the momentum in the ^-direction and E is the energy). The b-quark is frag

mented into B hadrons using the Peterson fragmentation [13] with the fragmentation 

parameter ê  set to 0.006. 

The B events were decayed using the CLEO decay table [14] and then they were 

simulated by the software program QFL' [15]. Figure 4.1(a) shows a Monte Carlo plot 

for B'^ -^ J/'ipK^7r~^7T~ with the selection criteria described above. This histogram 

was fit with two Gaussians where the wider Gaussian comes from the fact that we 

cannot tell the difference between a kaon and a pion. Since we cannot distinguish 

between the particles we simply assign the mass of the kaon to the first positive^ track 

and the mass of the pion to the second positive track. Then we reverse this mass 

assignment so that we have two entries per event. The incorrectly assigned tracks 

yield the wider Gaussian. Figure 4.1(b) shows a Monte Carlo plot for P+ -^ J/ii^K 

with the selection requirements described in Chapter III. 

'+ 
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Figure 4.1: Monte Carlo mass distribution of the B meson for the decays B 
J/ipK+n+TT- (a) and P+ ^ J/ipK+ (b) in GeU/c^. 
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CHAPTER V 

OPTIMIZATION 

The choice of the Pt and 9 mentioned in Chapter III has been optimized. The 

Pt and angle points used for this optimization are Pt(K.7r) > 0.6. 0.7, 0.8, 0.9. 1.0, 

and 1.1 GeV/c, and 9 < 10°, 20°, 30°. 45°, 60°, and 75°, respectively. Although a 

study was made for 9 < 10° the statistics where so low that no fits were possible, and 

therefore those results are not listed here. 

For each of the 30 cases we studied the quantities S^/B and 5^/(5 -h B) where S 

stands for the signal and B for the background. The background is calculated from 

the fit to the mass distribution of the data for P+ —)• J/ipK^ir^Ti' shown in Figure 

6.2(a). B is the number of background events under the signal peak as estimated 

using a linear fit to the sidebands and integrating in the range ±3a around the mean 

of the signal peak. 

For the S'^/B study, the magnitude of the signal(S) was calculated by multiplying 

the number of events in the Monte Carlo invariant mass peak shown in Figure 4.1(b) 

by the isolation efficiency due to the "cone" requirement. This isolation efficiency 

is determined through a study of the data for the decay B^ -> J/ipK^. First, one 

counts how many J/ipK^ events there are without the "cone" requirement and then 

one counts the number of events with a "cone" requirement applied. Dividing the 

number of events counted with the "cone" requirement by that without it gives the 

isolation efficiency. The results of the isolation efficiencies are listed in Table 5.1. 

The results for 5^ /P were calculated along with the corresponding errors and are 

summarized in Table 5.2. 

For the S^/(S-\-B) calculation, the S described in the S^/B calculation is properly 

normalized to correspond to the signal expected in our data sample. The results of 

that optimization are listed in Table 5.3. 

Based on the results of the S'^/B and S'^/{S-\-B) studies, with more weight placed 

on the results of S'^/(S + P ) , we chose to use the requirement P,(A'. n) > 0.7 G(\'/c 

13 



Table 5.1: Isolation efficiencies in percent for various Pt{K.7i) and 9 requirements. 

Pt(K.7T.7T) 

GeV/c 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

1.0 

1.1 

20° 

76.1±2.9 

77.9±2.6 

80.7±2.8 

84.0±2.6 

87.7±2.3 

89.8±2.4 

30° 

66.7±3.0 

68.6±3.1 

72.4±3.1 

77.3±3.4 

82.2±3.1 

83.4±3.3 

45° 

57.2±3.5 

59.8±2.8 

65.2±2.5 

70.9±2.2 

77.5±3.4 

78.7±3.3 

60° 

49.7±2.9 

53.8±2.9 

59.5±3.2 

66.0±2.5 

72.4±1.7 

73.6±1.8 

75° 

45.7±3.4 

50.1±3.6 

56.0±3.4 

61.8±3.4 

67.7±3.3 

69.4±3.1 

and 9 < 30̂  
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Table 5.2: S'^/B values for P+ -^ J/ipK^'iT^Ti- with various Pt{K,7T) and 9 require
ments, where 9 is the angle between P+ and A', n. 

GeV/c 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

1.0 

1.1 

20° 

97±16 

107±21 

124±28 

146±34 

167±47 

182±56 

30° 

305±23 

325±29 

260±25 

341±35 

391±51 

198±27 

45° 

192=b9 

216±11 

203±13 

228±16 

327±29 

339±41 

60° 

172±8 

190±9 

210±12 

232±17 

307±28 

337±41 

75° 

154±7 

166±9 

211±13 

257±21 

266±27 

277±36 

Table 5.3: S'^/{S + B) values for P+ -^ J/ipK+Tr^n- with various Pt{K,7r) and 9 
requirements, where 9 is the angle between B^ and K, TT. 

Pt(K,7r,7r) 

GeV/c 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

1.0 

1.1 

20° 

12.6±1.8 

13.1±1.9 

13.5±2.0 

14.0±1.9 

14.9±2.1 

14.9±2.0 

30° 

32.7±4.0 

32.5±3.9 

29.0±3.6 

30.8±3.6 

30.5±3.6 

22.8±3.0 

45° 

30.4±4.7 

31.3±4.3 

29.1±3.8 

29.1±3.6 

32.1±3.8 

30.2±3.5 

60° 

28.5±4.4 

29.3±4.3 

29.4±4.2 

29.0±3.7 

30.8±3.4 

29.1±3.1 

75° 

26.7±4.6 

26.6±4.4 

28.5±4.2 

29.9±4.1 

28.0±3.6 

26.4±3.3 
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CHAPTER \T 

MEASUREMENT OF THE BRANCHING RATIO P+ ̂  J/VK^TT^-K-

As discussed in Chapter I, the branching ratio (BR) of the decay P+ -^ J/VA'+TT+TT" 

is determined by measuring a ratio of branching ratios. That ratio of branching ratios 

can be expressed as: 

BR(B^ -> J/^A^+TT+TT-) _ N{J/ipK+7r+7T-) Accep{J/y:K+) 

BR{B+-^ J/iPK+) ~ N{J/xPK+) ^ccep(J/^A'+7r+7r-) 

where N{J/ipK^) and N{J/ipK+7r+7r-) are the number of J/ipK^ and 

J/ipK^'K^TT~ events in our data sample, and Accep{J/ipK^) and 

Accep(J/ipK'^7r'^7r~) are the acceptances of the decays P+ -^ J/ipK'^ and 

B'^ -^ J/ipK^n^7T~, respectively. 

The Accep(J/'ipK^) is the geometrical and kinematic acceptance for the decay 

B^ —)• J/ipK^ ^ and ^ccep(J/'0A'+7r+7r~) is defined as 

-^iso.ef is the efficiency of the isolation requirement, Ag^o^i^in is the geometrical 

and kinematic acceptance of the decay B^ —)• J/'^AT^TT+TT", and Atr is the tracking 

efficiency of the two extra pion tracks in the B^ —> J/ipK^'K^'K" decay. 

The tracking efficiency, Atr j of the two extra pion tracks has been calculated by 

folding the Pt spectrum of Monte Carlo pion tracks from the P"^ -^ J/ipK^'K^-K" 

decay with the pion tracking efficiency described in [16]. The Pt spectrum of the pion 

tracks from the events in the B mass peak shown in Figure 4.1(a) is displayed in 

Figure 6.1. The tracking efficiency for both pion tracks is Atr — 98.6 ± 1.8/{ 

^geom/kin ^̂ d̂ Accep(J/ipK^) are calculated through Monte Carlo studies of the 

P+ -^ J/ipK^-K^-K' and B^ -^ J/ipK^ decays, respectively. The geometrical and 

kinematic acceptances are determined by dividing the number of events in the Monte 

Carlo signal peak by the number of generated P mesons in the region 6.0 Grl '/c < 

P^ < 30.0 GeV/c and |?/^| < 0.9. From Figures 4.1(a) and (b), .-î gom/Â n and 

Accep{J/ipK-^) are calculated to be 0.838 ± 0.008% and 4.28 ± 0.07%, respectively. 
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Figure 6.1: Pt spectrum of the two pion tracks for the Monte Carlo events of the 
P+ -> J/ipK+TT+n- decay with Pt(7r) > 0.7 GeV/c and 9 < 30°. 

6.1 Cone Method 

Figure 6.2(a) shows the P+ —)• J /^A'+TT^TT" data with the "cone" isolation re

quirement. This histogram was fit with two Guassians for the signal and a first-order 

polynomial for the background. The ratio of the two Gaussian widths is fixed accord

ing to the Monte Carlo fit shown in Figure 4.1(a). This fit shows a signal of 40.4 ±9.0 

events. Alternatively, we fit the data with a Gaussian and a second-order Chebyshev 

polynomial. The width of the Gaussian is fixed to be equal to the width of the narrow 

Gaussian of Figure 4.1(a) multiplied by a factor of 1.15 as determined in [17]. This 

fit shown in Figure 6.2(b) has 41.6 ± 8.3 signal events; therefore, both fits are quite 

similar. 

The number of J/ipK^-K^Tr' events, N(J/ipK^-K^-K'). is 40.4 ± 9.0 from Figure 

6.2(a), and the number of J/xpK^ events, N{J/ipK+), is 270 ± 18 from Figure 6.3. 

The isolation efficiency, Aiso.ef, is obtained from Table 5.1 for Pf(A,7r) > 0.7 G('\'/c 

and 9 < 30° and is equal to 68.6 ± 3.1%. 

Now we have all the information we need to calculate the ratio of branching ratios. 

Using the result from the ratio of branching ratios R. the BR(P+ -^ J/VK^TI^H') 
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can be calculated by multiplying R by the world average value for the BR(P+ -^ 

J/^K^) = (9.9 ± 1.0) X 10-4 [4]. This gives us a result of BR(P+ ^ J/IPK^TI+TT-) 

= (1.12±0.26(stat)) X 10"^ 
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Figure 6.2: Mass distribution from data of the B^ -> J/ipK^7r'^7T~ decay in GeV/c^ 
fit with: two Gaussians and a first-order polynomial (a); one Gaussian and second-
order Chebyshev polynomial (b). 

6.2 Relative Pt Method 

The relative Pt method is the standard CDF method for making an isolation 

requirement, but since we have deviated from this standard by using our "conc^" 

method we will check our result with this accepted method. Now we repeat the 

calculation for the BR(P+ -> J/T/^A'+TT+TT"), but this time using the relative P^ 

method. 

The Monte Carlo does not change between the two methods; therefore, the \,„ ,„„ •^.,„ 

and Accep(J/ipK^) values are the same as before, .\gain the data is fit witli two Gaiis-
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Figure 6.3: Mass distribution from data of the P+ -^ J/ipK'^ meson in GeV/c^ with 
PtlK) > 0.7 GeVyc and 9 < 30°. 

sians and a first-order polynomial, as well as with a single Gaussian and second-order 

Chebyshev polynomial shown in Figures 6.4(a) and (b). We again see that the way 

the data is fit has little effect on the result. 

The number of events N{J/ipK^-K^ir^) from Figure 6.4(a) is 36.7 ± 9.4, and the 

number of J/ipK^ events, N{J/xpK^), is 270 ± 18 from Figure 6.3. In this method, 

the isolation efficiency changes slightly due to the different method of finding J/ipK^ 

events. Aiso.ej is 67.0 ± 2.4% for the relative Pt method. 

Using the values obtained from the relative Pt method the BR(P+ —> J/ipK'^7r^7T~) 

is calculated to be (1.04±0.28(stat)) x 10"^. This value is consistent with the previ

ously calculated branching ratio; therefore, it is acceptable to use the "cone" method 

result. 
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Figure 6.4: Mass distribution from data of the P+ -^ J/ipK^7r^7T~ decay in GeV/c^ 
fit with: two Gaussians and a first-order polynomial (a); one Gaussian and second-
order Chebyshev polynomial (b). 
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CHAPTER VII 

SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES 

We have contributions to the systematic uncertainty in the calculation of the 

branching ratio BR(P+ -> J/V^A'+Tr+Tr") from Aiso.ej. Atr, BR(P+ -^ J/ipK^), B 

decay model, and P production model. 

The errors from Aiso_^f, Atr, and BR(P+ -^ J/xpK^) account for 11.2% uncer

tainty in the "cone" method BR(P+ -^ J/^K^-K^T^'). 

Figure 7.1(a) shows the K'^'K~ mass distribution of the events in a ±3<7 region 

around the mean value of the P mass peak shown in Figure 6.2(a) with the background 

subtracted, and Figure 7.1(b) shows the K^T:~ mass distribution from the P ^ -> 

J/'ipK'^7r'^TT~ Monte Carlo. We see that the majority of the K'^7r~ combinations 

in the data come from the K^* resonance of mass 896.10 ± 0.28 MeV/c^ [4], where 

K^* -^ K'^7r~. We have calculated the geometrical and kinematic acceptance of the 

decay P+ -^ J/ipK^*7r^ to be Ag^am/kin = 0.790 ± 0.010%, which is within 6.1% of 

the acceptance of the P"*" —)• J/ipK^'K^n~ decay. Since such a large amount of our 

events come from the B^ -^ J/ipK^*TT^ decay, it is wise to use this acceptance value 

as the central value for Ageom/kin in the branching ratio calculation, and to use the 

difference in the acceptances as a contribution to the systematic uncertainties. 

Using the acceptance of the decay P+ —> J/ipK^*!:^ in the ratio of branching 

ratios calculation, we find BR(P+ ^ J/tpK+n+Tv-) = (1.19 ± 0.28(stat)) x lO"'̂  

As another check on the geometrical and kinematic acceptance we simulated the 

two body decay P+ -> J / ^ A : * + , where K*+ -> K^*7r+ and K^* -^ K+ir'. The 

Monte Carlo mass distribution of the P+ for this decay mode is shown in Figure 

7.2. The geometrical and kinematic acceptance for this decay was determined to be 

0.751 ± 0.012%, and using this value we calculate the branching ratio to be equal to 

(1.25±0.29(stat)) x 10~^. This gives a systematic uncertainty to the P decay model 

of 6.1%. 

The systematic uncertainty associated with the Monte Carlo production of evcMits 
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Figure 7.1: Invariant mass distribution of AT+TT": (a) from events in the background 
region subtracted from the events in the signal region of Figure 6.2(a), and (b) from 
the events in the Monte Carlo signal region of Figure 4.1(a). 

was investigated by altering the NDE spectrum of the b-quark production. The 

spectrum used throughout this study so far has been NDE = 5 (m^ = 4.75, p = //o/2). 

In this section we will compare the previous Monte Carlo NDE spectrum results with 

the results from NDE = 3 (m^ = 5.00, p = //Q) and NDE = 1 (m^ = 4.75, p = /IQ). 

which also give acceptable Pt spectra. The two new spectra were used to produce 

both B^ -^ J/ipK^*7r'^ and B^ -^ J/ipK^ decays. The geometrical and kinematic 

acceptance results for all three spectra productions are shown in Table 7.1. Also listed 

in Table 7.1 are the definitions of each spectrum and ratio of the acceptances of the 

two decays. The maximum difference in the ratios listed in Table 7.1 is 2.3%, which 

is the systematic uncertainty in the P production model. 

Gathering all the systematic uncertainties and adding them in quadrature: 11.2% 

from A^so.ef, Atrj and BR(P^ —)• J/ipK^), 6.1% from the P decay model, and 2.3% 

from the P production model, we get a total systematic uncertainty of 13.0%. 
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Figure 7.2: Mass distribution of the P meson from Monte Carlo of the P+ -)• J/ipK^"^ 
decay in GeV/d" with P^(A') > 0.7 GeV/c and 9 < 30°. 

Table 7.1: Geometrical and kinematic acceptances for different Monte Carlo spectra 
and ratios of these acceptances of the decays P ^ —)• J/ipK^ and P+ -^ J/ipK^*'K'^ 

ji scale 

mfe (GeV) 

J/^pK (%) 

J/i/;A:o*7r (%) 

Ratio 

NDE = 1 

Mo 

4.75 

4.02±0.07 

0.725±0.010 

5.55±0.12 

NDE = 3 

/̂ o 

5.00 

4.02±0.07 

0.736±0.010 

5.46±0.12 

NDE = 5 

Mo/2 

4.75 

4.28±0.07 

0.790±0.010 

5.42±0.11 
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CHAPTER VIII 

RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

For the final result, we will use the BR calculation that contains the geometrical 

and kinematic acceptance for the decay P+ —)> J/ipK^*7r'^. We chose to use this 

value since a majority of our events came from that decay. The result is BR(P"*' —)• 

J/ipK+TT+n') = (1.19 ± 0.28(stat)) x 10^1 The systematic uncertainty (13.0%) 

for this result is 0.15 x 10"^. Written in it's final form the result is BR(P^ -^ 

J/i;K+TT+7r-) = (1.19±0.28(stat)±0.15(sys)) x 10"^ 

Through this study we managed to reduce the uncertainty in the measurement 

of the BR(P+ -^ J/ipK^TT+TT-). The uncertainty in the BR(P+ -^ J/^JK+TT+TT-) 

before this measurement was 43% and now that uncertainty is reduced to 27%. 
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